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Editorial on the Research Topic

Technological advances for measuring planktonic components of the
pelagic ecosystem: An integrated approach to data collection and analysis
The traditional collection of plankton samples, often using nets followed by visual sorting

and taxonomic analysis is a labour intensive, time-consuming, and ultimately expensive

process. The increasing demand for pelagic data combined with ever reducing budgets for

monitoring and the general problem of the taxonomic impediment have driven the

development of new tools and techniques for the sampling and analysis of this key

ecosystem component.

Technological advances have allowed monitoring of the pelagic environment to evolve

towards a more integrated approach to data collection at a finer scale. Nowadays, there is a

plethora of methods including for example molecular, optical, remote sensing, and

automated techniques that help further our understanding of biodiversity and species

interactions within the pelagic ecosystem. Yet, there is still a need for morphological

identification of species to enable the verification of the new sensor modalities.

Ongoing and new challenges need to be addressed, for example those associated with

taxonomic resolution from image analysis methods; or where the rate of collecting data

exceeds that of processing it, a situation arising from collection of huge amounts of fine-

resolution data. Furthermore, there is a large variety of data formats including for example,

images, acoustics, taxonomy, remote sensing etc… collected at different spatial and temporal

scales. There is therefore a need to: (1) improve on how these emerging technologies,
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collecting multi-modal data, work together; (2) develop new methods

embedding technological advances in data collection and data

analytics, for a fully integrated understanding of pelagic processes;

and (3) utilise open access databases that can handle diverse data sets.

Articles presented in this topic have a strong focus on:
Fron
(1) imaging instruments both for collected samples (e.g.,

PlanktoScope (Mériguet et al.; Pollina et al.), FlowCam

(Mériguet et al.), and in-situ deployment (e.g., Underwater

Vision Profiler (Barth and Stone; Drago et al.), Plankton

Imager (PI) (Giering et al.), In Situ Ichthyoplankton Imaging

System (ISIIS) (Panaïotis et al.), Scripps Plankton Camera

(SPC) (Le et al.), Imaging FlowCytobot (Kraft et al.); Video

Plankton Recorder (VPR) (Plonus et al.) and the use of

machine learning tools to automatically classify the

collected images (e.g., Weldrick).

(2) molecular tools (DNA barcoding (de Vargas et al.), COI

metabarcoding (Bucklin et al.) to explore the taxonomic and

ecological diversity.
These tools have their own characteristics, with molecular based

techniques focussing on taxonomic resolution and imaging

instruments on quantifying plankton abundance, biomass, and

morphology, but at a lower taxonomic resolution. Both have played

an increasing role in the collection of plankton information, and the

articles in this collection suggest that this will continue to be the case

as technologies are refined and become more affordable. As

affordability and ease of use in technologies increases, along with

the advances and reliability of machine learning algorithms, it will

become possible to move towards consistent and long-term

measurements of plankton abundance/biomass and diversity.

Globally, plankton time-series have provided essential

information about how planktonic assemblages and constituent

taxa respond to climate change. However, more data are needed to

inform these powerful tools. Ships of opportunity and citizen science

have an increasing role to play, by deploying easy to use instruments

and offering an opportunity to collect cost-effective plankton data on

a global scale (Pollina et al.; de Vargas et al.).

Imaging systems and traditional nets collect data on scales and

from within volumes that are very different. Consequently,

comparisons of data collected from imaging systems and traditional

methods need further attention if we are to inter-calibrate their

measurements (Le et al.). Further improvements to the

performance of automated image analysis for taxonomic

identification are also needed. This will help to reconcile findings

with traditional net-based methods (Barth and Stone), their

complementary use, and build trust in Artificial Intelligence (AI)

based taxonomy (Giering et al.).

All the methods using novel technologies described in this

collection of papers allow for plankton information to be collected

at a much higher rate than previously possible using traditional

deployment of nets followed by microscopic analysis. The

increasing use of digital imaging and molecular tools will enable

plankton abundances and biomass distributions, as well as

community composition and taxonomic diversity to be mapped at

global scales in a much shorter time frame (Drago et al.). Used in
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combination, they offer new opportunities to monitor and study

plankton ecosystems at levels of detail never possible before.

A key element of an ever-increasing amount of data is the

development of automated and efficient data processing techniques

for seamless data flow. Ship time remains an expensive commodity

and it is important to be able to capitalise on information collected at

sea in real-time. Analysing continuous streams of high-frequency data

calls for development and deployment of novel computer vision and

machine learning systems (Panaïotis et al.; Le et al.), while cloud

platform and high-performance computing are needed for processing

the huge datasets collected. Together they can open new horizons for

testing core hypotheses on plankton communities in aquatic

ecosystems. Seamless data pipeline and emerging data analytics

based on AI further offer the opportunity to move towards real

time monitoring of plankton ecosystems (Kraft et al.).

Cost-effective global monitoring will enable us to obtain a

complete picture of plankton composition, biogeography and

biogeochemistry, opening the way to a plankton observatory

network on a planetary scale (Mériguet et al.; Pollina et al.; Drago

et al.; de Vargas et al.).
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